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ITALIAN SHIPS TORPEDOED-

Further details are now available of the attack on Italian naval

units in the Ionian Sea in the early hours of Monday morning when two

cruisers and a destroyer were torpedoed by naval aircraft. The

operation, which was spread out over twenty hours, began on Sunday

morning when the squadron leader pilot of a reconnaissance aircraft.

sighted the naval formation. The pilot, an expert on warship

identification, recognised the vessels as Italian when he was ten miles

away. There were three cruisers and eight destroyers, all steaming
southwards at a speed of about twenty knots.

"On our way home", said the squadron leader, "the port motor

ceased to work. Fifteen minutes later, when we were flying at about

four thousand feet in clear sky, we were sighted by four Me’s. The

first Me. climbed and attacked from underneath but as he did so our

bottom gunner opened fire and the Me. made a violent dive towards the

sea and was not seen again.

"Meanwhile a second Me. attacked from the port beam. I made

a feint turn to port and then a starboard turn towards cloud. The

other two Messerschmitts attacked from astern, one climbing from under-

neath and the other diving from above. I managed to get the aircraft

into cloud but by then we had lost our aerial mast and the starboard

elevator had been shot away.

"As we came out into the clear sky the fighters were waiting
for us and they repeated their stern attack. Out top gunner scored

a hit and one of the Messerschmitt's wentinto a vertical dive.

The third Messerschmitt resumed the attack and cannon shells

damaged our starboard wing flaps thepetrol tank, andthe starboard

engine.

/"Luckily
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"Luckily I got into cloud but when we were twelve miles from base

we were attacked by two more enemy fighters. This time shells and bullets

hit the aileron flaps, the engine and the instrument board. My helmet

was hit and my goggles knocked off but fortunately I was not hurt. The

enemy flew off when some of our fighters came to the rescue but as I

lowered the undercarriage to see if the hydraulics were working the

remaining engine completely failed.

"As we pulled up the undercarriage, part of the starboard wing,
the aileron and rudder fell off. There was nothing to do but make a

landing on the sea. Although the crew had come through unscathed the

observer had the bad luck to break his arm when the aircraft hit the

water. We floated for about three minutes and were picked up by a

launch."

Soon afterwards an aircraft was despatched to shadow thenaval units

until an attack could be launched. Here is the story of the raid as told

by the pilot of the leading, naval aircraft. "It was the darkest night
that I can remember for a long while. The cruisers were steaming in

line ahead with the screen of destroyers spread out on either side. We

began to drop flares and the cruisers, turned to starboard, went into line

abreast and put up a smoke screen.

"Luckily there was a wind blowing which enabled us to attack up-

wind andso avoid being heard approaching. These tactics worked well

because the cruisers were completely foxed and did not fire a single shot

until all our pilots had launched their torpedoes from a few feet above

the water and had made their getaway.

”I circled round and saw that two cruisers and a destroyer were

definitely hit. One of the cruisers had slowed down. Oil was pouring
from it and the stern was on fire. Altogether I counted four fires on

different ships. The other destroyers scattered in all directions and

were going flat out."

After the naval aircraft had gone home the shadowing aircraft stayed

on the scene. When it returned to base the pilot reported having seen

three red glows on the water.
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